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Financial Highlights
2008

(Dollars in thousands, except per share data)

Income Data

Net Interest Income
Net Interest Income (Tax-equivalent Basis) (1)
Net Income
Income Available to Common Shareholders

$

per S hare Data

Net Income - Basic
Net Income - Diluted
Cash Earnings - Diluted
Book Value Per Common Share
Tangible Book Value Per Common Share (2)
Cash Dividends

Average Balance Sheet Data
Loans
Earning Assets
Total Assets
Total Deposits
Shareholders’ Equity

Key Ratios

Return on Average Assets
Return on Average Common Equity
Return on Average Tangible Common Equity (2)
Net Interest Margin (Tax-equivalent Basis) (1)
Efficiency Ratio
Tangible Efficiency Ratio (Tax-equivalent Basis) (1) (2)
Average Loans to Average Deposits
Nonperforming Assets to Total Assets (3)
Allowance for Loan Losses to Loans
Net Charge-offs to Average Loans
Average Equity to Average Total Assets
Tier 1 Leverage Ratio
Dividend Payout Ratio

2007

137,644
142,546
39,912
39,564

$

123,519
128,265
41,310
41,310

$

3.12
3.04
3.16
40.53
24.20
1.36

$

$

3,535,803
4,660,428
5,206,364
3,869,476
528,166

$ 3,112,992
4,062,413
4,573,489
3,364,393
465,789

0.77%
7.59%
15.69%
3.03%
70.2%
67.3%
91.4%
0.83%
1.09%
0.28%
10.15%
11.27%
47.0%

0.90%
8.87%
18.86%
3.13%
70.0%
66.7%
92.5%
0.98%
1.12%
0.06%
10.18%
7.42%
41.6%

3.39
3.27
3.38
38.99
19.06
1.34

% Change

11%
11%

(3%)
(4%)

(8%)
(7%)
(7%)
4%
27%
1%

14%
15%
14%
15%
13%

(1) Fully taxable equivalent (TE) calculations include the tax benefit associated with related income sources that are tax-exempt using a marginal tax rate of 35%.
(2) Tangible calculations eliminate the effect of goodwill and acquisition-related intangible assets and the corresponding amortization expense on a tax-effected basis where applicable.
(3) Nonperforming assets include nonaccruing loans, accruing loans 90 days past due, foreclosed assets, and other real estate owned.

IBERIABANK Corporation is a financial holding company with consolidated assets at
December 31, 2008 of $5.6 billion. IBERIABANK Corporation and its predecessor
organizations have served clients for 122 years. The Corporation’s subsidiaries include
IBERIABANK, Pulaski Bank and Trust Company, and Lenders Title Company.
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president ’s letter

Letter to Shareholders
Dear Shareholders,
In my letter to shareholders in last year’s annual report, I described 2007 as a year of tremendous transition
for our Company. Our significant expansion and investments during the year tested our skills and abilities at
a time when subprime mortgage issues were beginning to surface in a few corners of the financial sector.
As it turns out, that was just a warm-up act for change. In 2008, the world changed in ways that were nearly
unimaginable. Throughout this report, we will describe many ways in which life has been altered for the
financial sector and why we believe we avoided much of what ailed the industry in 2008. We will also explain
to you why we believe we are uniquely positioned within the industry for the challenges and opportunities in
2009 and beyond.
As we will describe, our unique position was not achieved by happenstance, but by industry insight,
thoughtful preparation, hard work, a dedicated team, and an unparalleled culture. Our relative position
was not achieved overnight, but was many years in the making. In a similar vein, the industry issues that
surfaced during 2008 also took many years to develop. The seeds of the subprime mortgage meltdown,
housing sector bust, collapse of the financial markets, deteriorating national economic conditions, and
sweeping banking industry changes were sown over a number of years by different participants. We believe
we dodged many of these issues due to our geography, experience, and culture. What is quite unique about
our Company is that we have achieved exceptional financial results and growth since 1999 without taking
risks that other financial institutions embraced. Many institutions that accepted great risk are suffering
consequences commensurate with the risks taken.
Much of our story for 2008 is not only what we accomplished, but also what actions we avoided and their
consequences. It was an incredibly busy and challenging year from start to finish.
We started the year with the sale of $30 million in credit card receivables on January 4, 2008, for a pre-tax
gain of nearly $7 million, or $0.34 in earnings per share (“EPS”). The gain on the sale of these unsecured
receivables, which were clients outside of our banking footprint, equated to a 23% premium. Through this
sale, we were able to achieve a substantial premium and reduce potential credit risk exposure at a very
opportune time.
Throughout 2008, we aggressively reduced our relatively small residential builder portfolio exposure. Since
the acquisition of Pulaski Investment Corporation in the first quarter of 2007, this portfolio has declined
68%, from $87 million to $28 million by year-end 2008. We were very aggressive in addressing potential
credit issues in the Pulaski builder portfolio. The actions we took were difficult, but given the deteriorating
state of the national housing market in 2008, we believe we minimized our potential loss.
During the first quarter of 2008, we initiated our traditional seasonal home equity campaign for qualified
borrowers. Promotional rates tied to this successful program repriced to market rates in the second half of
2008.
Straddling the first and second quarters of 2008, we initiated the largest deposit campaign in our Company’s
history. We raised approximately $450 million in deposits, which increased our deposit balance by 13% in
45 days. By the end of 2008, we had retained approximately 71% of those deposits at an average cost
of 3.09%. These deposits were used to pay off our short-term borrowings and significantly enhance our
liquidity position. We completed this campaign at an extraordinary time given the heightened industry focus
regarding the value of liquidity and core deposits during the second half of 2008.
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Further enhancing our liquidity position, we completed the acquisition of selected assets and assumption of
certain liabilities of ANB Financial, N.A. on May 9, 2008. ANB was a failed bank headquartered in Bentonville,
Arkansas, home of the world’s largest company, the Wal-Mart Corporation, and many of its suppliers. The
ANB acquisition provided us a comprehensive distribution system in the vibrant Northwest Arkansas market.
We are very pleased with the cost and structure of this acquisition, the retail team we have in place, and the
clients who have joined our organization.
The ANB acquisition also provided us significant insight into the failed bank purchase process. We believe
we are still early in this credit cycle, given the continued deterioration and risk exposures many companies
face. As a result, we believe we will see many additional FDIC-assisted opportunities in the future.
Due to the substantial cash that emanated from the ANB acquisition and our home equity and deposit
campaigns, our net interest margin declined in the first half of 2008. As the promotional rates repriced and
excess liquidity was deployed, the margin improved significantly in the second half of the year.
As the year progressed, we were reminded of Mother Nature’s fury. On September 1, 2008, Hurricane
Gustav made landfall in south central Louisiana, after the evacuation of nearly two million people. The storm
proceeded and caused significant disruption throughout much of our market footprint. Within days after the
storm made landfall, over 90% of our banking, mortgage, and title insurance offices and ATMs were open for
business as usual. Lessons learned from Hurricanes Katrina, Rita, and Lili provided an excellent roadmap
to rapid recovery in our regions and tremendous loan and deposit opportunities for our Company.

R ainfal l totals For path of Hur r ic ane G ustav

S tor m tr ac k
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Our market expansion and facility optimization efforts continued in 2008. During the year, we acquired eight
offices, opened four offices, closed or consolidated 11 offices, and added to our commercial banking teams
in Baton Rouge and Monroe, Louisiana. We also recruited a solid commercial banking team in Memphis,
Tennessee. In early 2009, we entered Mobile, Alabama and Houston, Texas by hiring strategic recruits with
long-term relationships in those markets as well. We are very excited about the organic growth prospects and
competitive dynamics in our existing and new markets.
As a result of client needs and improved competitive dynamics, we experienced strong loan and deposit
growth throughout 2008. At period end, loans grew $314 million, or 9%, and deposits grew $511 million, or
15%. This growth is in contrast to comparable figures for our regional peers* of 4% and 5%, and aggregate
banking industry figures of 6% and 11%, respectively. Many financial institutions initiated rapid balance sheet
deleveraging activities triggered by severe capital constraints and ever increasing credit losses. In their zeal to
reduce credit exposures and collapse their balance sheets, these companies disrupted business and alienated
many excellent clients and associates. This situation has provided, and continues to provide, exceptional
growth opportunities for our Company.
Throughout the year, we were able to raise capital when many other financial institutions could not do so. In
March, we sold $7 million in trust preferred securities at a price of 3-month LIBOR plus 350 basis points. In July,
we issued and sold $25 million in subordinated debentures at a cost of 3-month LIBOR plus 300 basis points.
In December, the U.S. Department of the Treasury invested $90 million in preferred stock in our Company
under the Capital Purchase Program (“CPP”) of the Troubled Asset Relief Program (“TARP”). Eleven days later,
we issued and sold common stock in a public underwritten equity offering for net proceeds of approximately
$110 million. By the sequencing of these capital activities, we reduced 50% of the warrants issued in the
CPP TARP. We believe we occupy a very favorable position in the industry with our lower risk balance sheet,
tremendous capital strength, and unique flexibility. At a time when there is grave concern regarding the
national economic situation and the financial services industry in particular, this is an opportunistic position
to occupy.
In early 2009, we made a strategic decision to change the name of Pulaski Bank and Trust Company, our
federally-chartered savings bank, to IBERIABANK fsb. While we have tremendous respect for the brand strength
of Pulaski Bank in Central Arkansas, we believe a name more closely aligned with IBERIABANK provides greater
opportunity to strengthen a common brand across our Company’s expanding footprint. By mid-year, all of our
branch offices operating outside of Louisiana under our thrift charter will carry the moniker “IBERIABANK
fsb.”
Severe national economic conditions resulted in a horrible year for the banking industry in 2008. Our
performance and actions stand in contrast to the barrage of negative news within the banking industry.
During 2008:
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
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Our liquidity position improved significantly,
We reported significant earnings for the year (we earned $40 million in net income),
Our investment portfolio unrealized gain improved by $11 million to end the year at $20 million,
Our asset quality improved, as our nonperforming assets as a percentage of total assets declined
from 0.98% to 0.83%,
Our loans past due 30 days or more declined from 1.66% to 1.63% of total loans,
We increased our dividend from $1.34 per share in 2007 to $1.36 in 2008,
We raised $231 million in new capital,
Our market capitalization improved by $166 million, or 28%, to $763 million at year-end, and
Our stock price improved 3%, versus an average industry decline of 35%.
* R eg i o n a l pe e rs i n c l u de : B a n c o r p S o u t h , I n c . , B a n k o f t h e Oz a rk s , I n c . , C a d e n c e F i n a n cia l
C o r po ra t i o n , Han c oc k Hol d i n g C o m pa n y, Re n a s a n t C o r po ra t i o n , S e a c oa s t B a n k i n g C o r pora tion
o f F lo r i d a , Si mmo n s F i r s t Na t i o n a l C o r po ra t i o n , S u pe r i o r B a n c o r p, Tr u s t m a rk C o r po ra t ion,
Un i te d C o mmun i t y B a n k s , I n c . , W h i t n e y Hol di n g C o r po ra t i o n

Mar ket Capitaliz at ion trends
Market Capitalization Trends
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S o u r c e : S NL

Between year-ends 1999 and 2008, our market capitalization improved eight-fold, from approximately $80
million to $763 million. Over this same period, our stock price improved four-fold, from $11.00 to $48.00
(after stock split), or an annual return to shareholders of nearly 20%. In contrast, our peers averaged a 3%
annual return to shareholders over this same period.
Over the last decade, we sacrificed near-term earnings opportunities by not taking the risks that others
embraced. Despite that earnings sacrifice, we were able to achieve admirable returns for our shareholders.
This feat was accomplished by continuous improvements in all aspects of our business, which included making
sound investment decisions for the long-term and not short-term gains, maintaining a culture of high quality
growth and attention to details, and an expectation of high performance on the part of all of our constituents.
I sincerely appreciate the hard work and dedication of our associates, leadership team, Advisory Boards, and
Board of Directors.
The world has changed. We were prepared for the change by the actions taken and investments made over the
last 122 years. We believe we are well prepared for future challenges and opportunities with our unparalleled
culture and by the unique position we occupy in the financial services industry.
We are grateful for your continued support of our organization.
Sincerely,

Daryl G. Byrd
President and Chief Executive Officer
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Chairman’s Letter
to our Shareholders

Dear Shareholders,
These are truly unprecedented times. The country’s
financial markets were thrown into a state of turmoil
as subprime mortgage loans problems surfaced in late
2007, contagion ensued, and valuations collapsed for
“less than” marketable securities. Massive loan and
securities losses and a lack of perceived transparency
at many financial institutions caused investors to flee the
equity markets and the financial sector, in particular. In
2008, the stock market (as measured by the S&P 500)
experienced a 35% decline, the second worst performance
in 163 years, exceeded only by 1931 during the Great
Depression.

Annual S toc k Mar ket Ret ur ns

Over the last two years, households have lost in excess of
$7 trillion in net worth associated with equity securities,
mutual funds, and pension funds. In addition, the housing
crisis has wiped out an additional $4 trillion in the value
of equity in residential housing stock. In aggregate,
households have lost 17% of their net worth over the
last two years due to these two significant investment
classes.
The financial services industry has been turned upsidedown with the decimation of entire sectors, including
large investment firms (such as Merrill Lynch, Lehman
Brothers, and Bear Stearns), financial guaranty insurers,
mortgage originators of sub-prime, Alt-A and jumbo
mortgage products, and former venerable commercial
banking names (such as Wachovia, Washington Mutual,
and National City).

So u r c e : h t t p : / / w w w. r i t h ol t z . c o m / bl o g/ 2 0 0 8 / 1 1 / m a j o r - i n d e x- r e t u r n - 1 825-2008/
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Mor tg age or ig inat ions In t he u.S.
Annually

Quarterly In 2008
% Chg.

2005

2006

2007

2008

Purchase Activity
Refinance Activity

$1,513
1,514

$1,397
1,114

$1,140
1,167

$ 857
890

-25%
-24%

$ 181 $ 264
287
309

$ 234 $ 177
149
145

Combined
% Chg. Vs Prior Year

$3,027

$2,511

$2,307

$1,747

-24%

$ 490

$ 551

$ 383 $ 322

50%
50%
30%

56%
44%
22%

49%
51%
10%

49%
51%
6%

37%
63%
8%

48%
52%
8%

% of Originations:
Purchase
Refinance
ARMs

9%

-17%

-8%

-24%

2007-08

1Q08

-14%

2Q08

-18%

3Q08

4Q08

-34%

-33%

61%
39%
8%

55%
45%
3%

So u r c e : Mo r t ga ge B a n k e r s A s s oc i a t i o n

To combat the growing economic malaise, the Federal Reserve cut its targeted Fed Funds rate from
4.25% to a range of 0.25%-to-0%. Long-term Treasury and Agency rates declined during the year as
well. Despite the decline in interest rates, national mortgage production levels were fairly anemic in
2008 (down approximately 24% annually), as a result of many applicants who were no longer considered
qualified for loan terms specified.
In contrast to the falloff in national mortgage production, our Company continued to originate mortgage
loans for our clients. Our mortgage business originated $934 million in mortgage loans to clients in
2008, down only 6% compared to 2007. Our ratio of mortgage approvals was in the range of 82% to 89%
in each of the last six years. In addition, the spread earned on loans sold during the year improved by
approximately 10%, as prices of loans sold to investors improved. Gains on the sale of mortgage loans
improved approximately 12% in 2008 compared to 2007. We believe we are well positioned for the
elevated refinance activity that commenced late in 2008.
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I BeRIABAnK Cor por at ion noninterest Income Composit ion
Other Income

Annual Noninterest Income ($in Millions)

Noninterest
Income As A %
Of Revenues

Gain On Sale Of Credit Cards

$100
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$70
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$60
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24%
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Along with the mortgage origination business, our other fee-based businesses provided significant lift
and diversity to our Company’s revenue stream. Title insurance revenues increased 10% (due in part to
our acquisition of Little Rock-based American Abstract in April 2008), brokerage income improved 1%
during the year, service charge income grew 15%, and ATM/Debit Card fee income climbed 38%. Our
fee income as a percentage of total revenues has risen substantially over the last few years and is well
above peer and national levels.

noninterest Income As % of total Re venues
Q uar te r ly Tr end Compar ed To Pee rs
Noninterest Income As % Of Total Revenues

Noninterest Income/Total Revenues
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2008

While our Company avoided many of the issues plaguing our industry, we have been buffeted by the
winds of change. The rapid decline in interest rates and national economic downturn influenced our
financial results and increased the cost of raising capital to continue to support our growth.
Our decision to participate in the Treasury Department’s TARP program was challenging. After
considerable internal debate and reflection, and after consultation with our regulators, we applied to the
program. We ultimately accepted $90 million in funds from this program but did not accept an additional
$25 million for which we had been approved. We felt it prudent to accept this Treasury Department
investment for three primary reasons. First, at the time of that decision, there were grave and escalating
systemic concerns within the financial services sector. Second, after significant research, we concluded
there were many opportunities to expand and service new clients through both organic and failed bank
opportunities. Third, the cost of the funds provided under this program was considered reasonable, on a
relative basis to other sources of capital, at that time.
Unlike our situation, we believe many financial services companies were operating in extremely weakened
conditions and desperately needed the Treasury TARP funds to survive. We believe our Company is
healthy, and we continue to experience many opportunities to grow and serve current and new qualified
clients. We considered this investment as temporary “bridge capital” and not permanent equity financing.
We stated many times that the day we accept TARP funds is the day we will work to ensure we pay it
back. Upon our issuance of common stock in December 2008, we occupied the unique position within
the financial services sector to retire half of the warrants issued and achieve the flexibility to pay off
the Treasury investment at any time. We have notified the Treasury that we will redeem the CPP TARP
preferred stock. With the issuance of new restrictions on TARP recipients, the Board of Directors decided
that it was in the best interest of our Company and shareholders to exit the program. Following our
announcement, we received extraordinarily positive support from bank analysts, clients, shareholders
and the communities we serve.
Our strong financial condition and operating results ensure our Company’s ability to prosper in these
difficult times. Unlike many firms in our industry, we did not reduce or eliminate our quarterly cash
dividends in 2008. Our tremendous balance sheet strength, capital position, and superior asset
quality place us in an enviable position within the industry. Our efforts at providing transparent results,
proactively addressing issues that affect our shareholders, and creating long-term shareholder value are
hallmarks of our Company.
On behalf of the Board of Directors of IBERIABANK Corporation, we greatly appreciate your continued
support of our Company.
Sincerely,

William H. Fenstermaker
Chairman of the Board
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Foundation

We’re Building On A Solid
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“The dogmas of the quiet past are inadequate to the stormy pres
ent. The occasion is piled high with difficulty, and we must rise
with the occasion. As our case is new, so we must think anew and
act anew.”
- Abraham Lincoln

The World Has Changed
The world changed in the brief period since the economic crisis first surfaced in August 2007, though the
seeds of upheaval were sown many years before then. The genesis of the global crisis was in the murky
corners of Wall Street and also in the homes in Middle America. Many mortgage loans were granted to
individuals, the repayments of which were always doubtful. Complex financial products were created that
caused the risk of these loans to grow exponentially. This risk was then dispersed around the world. A
lack of controls, oversight, and good business judgment caused the problem to fester and then spread
with rapid speed and complexity. Excessive risk taking and leverage, combined with perverse incentives,
amplified the problems beyond nearly everyone’s wildest dreams. As a result, the problems created in this
crisis were very deep, widespread, and still not well understood.
This report will highlight many of the ways in which the world has changed for our industry and how this
change may impact our Company. In particular, we will highlight our results in 2008 relative to housing
market issues, the near collapse of the financial markets, changing economic conditions, concerns
regarding the banking industry, and industry consolidation. Importantly, we will also attempt to provide
commentary regarding why we believe we occupy a unique position in the industry and the opportunities that may result. The contrast between our organization and the industry debacle is conclusive. We
avoided much of what ails the industry, but at times, our course is buffeted by the winds of change. While
the world has changed around us, we continue to build on a solid foundation and remain steadfast on the
mission we embarked upon nine years ago.
Our focus continues to be the three primary drivers of success for our Company: providing exceptional client
service, making decisions close to our clients, and growing our client base in a high quality manner.
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Housing and Mortgage Concerns
Industr y Situation
The economic crisis first became evident in the housing sector. The median price of existing home sales in
the U.S. experienced a steady upward trend that accelerated beginning in 2000 and peaked in early 2007.
The accelerated trend was primarily attributed to loosened credit standards, an excess supply of largely
unregulated mortgage financing, new mortgage products, and increased investor demand (driven by exceptionally low interest rates).
While commercial banks historically provided the bulk of residential mortgage financing, less regulated entities
commenced a rapid assault on the industry gaining abundant market share quickly. This market share grab
was primarily in certain mortgage segments historically shunned by commercial banks—namely subprime,
jumbo mortgages (loan amounts over $417,000), and other exotic mortgage products (such as option ARMs,
negative amortization ARMs, and Alt-A loans). Subprime mortgage loans were a primary driver of mortgage
industry growth, climbing from 8% of originations in 2002 to approximately 23% in 2005 and 2006. Mortgage
brokers accounted for approximately 90% of subprime mortgage originations in 2006. Many loans were
created at “teaser” rates that once reset, borrowers were no longer able to pay. In addition, many loans were
made at very high loan-to-values, which meant borrowers had little equity in their homes. As a result, the risk
of default and losses for the holders of those mortgage notes increased substantially.

Mon t h l y tren d In u. S . M o r t g age Del i n q uen c i es
M orMortgage
t gage Delinquencies
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S o u r c e : B l oo m be r g
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While some banks avoided the subprime loan problems directly, many banks indirectly fell victim in other ways.
Large commercial and investment banks served as the enablers that carved up the loans into various types
of securities and peddled these products to investors. When the “music stopped,” those companies were left
holding rapidly declining and illiquid securities and loans on their over-leveraged balance sheets. The income
sources that they had relied upon over the past years effectively vanished. In a similar vein, many commercial
banks dramatically increased their exposure to home builders through construction and land development
(“C&D”) financing. When housing sales slowed, these banks were left holding rapidly declining and illiquid
assets. They too had come to rely on an income source that disappeared.
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As investors shunned mortgage securities en masse, security prices declined, the excess supply of housing
skyrocketed, and the integrity of nearly every bank balance sheet was questionable. In the absence of
transparent information on the assets held by those banks, investors simply assumed nearly all banks
would struggle to survive the growing losses, and most of the industry became tarnished.

How We Differ
Subprime and Exotic Mortgages. Historically, our mortgage loan production has involved primarily conventional fixed rate mortgage loans. We did not focus on subprime mortgage loan originations (less than 0.5%
of originations). When the subprime mortgage market vanished, its departure had little impact on our
Company. We also did not originate or hold exotic mortgage loans in our loan portfolio. In addition, nearly
all of our mortgage loan originations over the last few years were sold to outside investors with little or no
recourse. As a result, we do not have any meaningful exposure to sub-prime mortgage or exotic mortgage
loans.
Reliance on Securitization. We did not securitize, buy, or sell the illiquid mortgage securities that have
weighed down the larger banks in our industry. As a result, we did not experience the revenue collapse that
other companies experienced from the loss of this source of revenues.
Construction and Land Development Loan Exposure. The exposure to the C&D business is extremely small,
and we have worked very assertively to reduce our limited exposure we acquired fom the Pulaski builder
portfolio. At year-end, C&D loans accounted for approximately 6% of our total loan portfolio. As indicated
below, that level of exposure is among the lowest of our peers and a clear differentiating factor relative
to the industry as a whole. Part of the reason for our small exposure is our Company’s requirements for
builders to pay interest in cash, as opposed to using interest reserves to pay interest. Many marginal
builders found other lenders willing to accept riskier loans on easier and more generous terms than we
were willing to provide. Therefore, we have limited C&D exposure compared to many of our peers.

Construction & Land Development Loans / Total
Loans At Quarter-End (%)
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Our Markets Face Less Housing Stress. The national median price for existing homes declined approximately 15% between year-end 2007 and 2008, the largest decline since the Great Depression. The magnitude
of change (both up and down) differed significantly by market. Local markets that experienced significant
increases in supply and demand for housing and rapid price escalation over the last decade were more apt to
experience dramatic price declines over the last two years. As indicated below, many of the markets we serve
did not experience rapid historical price increases or rapid price declines over the last few years.
% C hange In H ousing pr ices S ince Year-end 1999
% Change In Housing Prices Since Year-End 1999
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Home Equity. The rapid rise in the volume of national home equity loans and credit lines over the last few
years has been breathtaking. In markets that are stable and under limited stress, home equity loans and
lines provide an excellent tool for clients to manage their cash flow needs using their most valuable asset
as collateral for credit. In markets under great stress, these types of loans can become quite problematic.
This is particularly true if home equity loans and lines are initially granted at high loan-to-value (“LTV”)
levels, such as 90% to 125% LTV, and if values and appraisals subsequently plummet. Our home equity
originations were made at moderate LTV levels and in fairly stable housing markets.
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Given the limited housing price appreciation over the last decade in many of our markets, the muted
housing price declines since the peak in pricing, insignificant subprime mortgage exposure, and favorable
local economic conditions, we believe our risk exposure is fairly well managed. We believe our sizable
mortgage origination and title insurance businesses will benefit from significant mortgage refinancing
opportunities as well.
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Near Collapse of Financial Markets
Industr y Situation
As delinquencies on subprime and exotic mortgage loans accelerated in the second half of 2007, segments
of the financial markets began to operate in a dysfunctional manner. Typical spread relationships between
various interest rates became abnormal. Illiquid investment securities experienced significant price
declines, adding to investor anxiety about financial institution earnings and balance sheet integrity. Large
commercial and investment banks were forced to place their “off balance sheet” investment entities back
on the banks’ balance sheets. As a result, capital positions of these banks were severely impacted.
Mark-to-market accounting treatment of these assets require companies to realize gains and losses more
rapidly based on changing market conditions and rating agency recommendations. This process further
aggravated the capital situation at these institutions.
Many different segments of the financial markets experienced significant challenges. Disruptions in the
markets for auction rate securities, commercial paper, collateralized debt obligations, collateral loan
obligations, trust preferred securities, and other so-called “Level 3” assets were commonplace throughout
2008. Lending between banks nearly stopped and other measures of liquidity worsened. Concerns also
grew regarding the largely unregulated areas of credit default swaps and hedge funds.

Focused

We Remain Strategically
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To combat the liquidity meltdown, the Federal Reserve and U.S. Department of the Treasury commenced
aggressive actions to restart the financial markets that had seized. By the end of 2008, some improvement
had been achieved in that regard, though progress was marginal.
One of the actions taken by the Federal Reserve was an aggressive reduction in short-term interest rates.
Many financial institutions have greater levels of short-term assets repricing downward than short-term
liabilities (termed “asset sensitive”). Given their higher absolute yield, asset yields generally have further
to fall than liability yields. Those two factors, combined with the sharp drop in interest rates during 2008
to levels near zero, caused banks to experience a significant squeeze in net interest margin as 2008
progressed.
Compounding these problems were the fact that many financial institutions made poor investment
decisions. Many banks invested in preferred stock of the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation
(commonly referred to as “Freddie Mac”) and its sister organization, Fannie Mae. When the government
bailed out these two organizations in September 2008, investors holding the preferred shares were
required to write-down their investments in the two entities.
Many financial institutions also held in their investment portfolios other assets that experienced significant
declines in value during 2008. These investments included corporate bonds, corporate equities, auction
rate securities, and hedge fund investments. Realized losses and “other than temporary impairments” in
these securities further eroded the capital positions at those companies.
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How We Differ
We have remained
strategically focused on
delivering strong growth
for our Company, while
avoiding the higher risk
short-term opportunities
ailing so many banks
today.

We believe we
occupy a very unique
position within our
industry regarding a
relatively lower level
of risk within our
investment portfolio
compared to peers.

At year-end 2008, our
investment por tfolio
held primarily Agency
mor tgage backed
securities (63%), other Agency obligations (25%),
tax-free municipal investment securities (11%), and
value notes (1%). The municipal security portfolio
was comprised primarily of 15-year bank qualified,
general obligation securities of geographically
diverse municipalities. These types of municipal
securities are generally considered lower risk
investments because, if need be, municipalities
have the ability to obtain funds to pay principal
and interest on those bonds using their full taxing
authority. In addition, virtually all of the municipal
securities are insured by third party insurers, thereby
providing another source of repayment.
Throughout 2008, our Company held none of the
investment securities that crippled the industry.
For example, we held no structured investment
vehicles, auction rate securities, collateralized debt
obligations, collateralized loan obligations, trust
preferred investments, Level 3 assets, preferred
or equity securities of Freddie Mac or Fannie Mae,
corporate bonds, corporate equities, or hedge fund
investments. As a result, we did not experience
significant impairments on assets (called “other than
temporary impairments,” or “OTTIs”), realized losses
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on securities, or accumulate
significant unrealized losses
in our investment portfolio.

During 2008, we recorded
$1.1 million in gains on
the sale of investment
securities, approximately the
same level of gains recorded
in 2007. In contrast to the
significant unrealized losses
in the investment portfolios
at other banks, our portfolio
improved during 2008, from a $9 million unrealized
gain at the beginning of 2008 to a $20 million
unrealized gain at the end of the year.

In December 2008, we recognized what we
considered to be a temporary trading anomaly
that occurred in the market for long-term fixed-pay
swaps. These swaps are simply agreements that
convert variable rates into fixed rates. We converted
$70 million in variable-rate trust preferred securities
(considered regulatory capital by the regulatory
agencies), into fixed rate securities. By this action,
we effectively locked in a weighted average pre-tax
fixed rate of 4.98% on these securities for a weighted
average period of 26.5 years. We consider this a
very inexpensive, and stable, source of regulatory
capital.
We believe we occupy a very unique position within
our industry regarding the relatively lower level of
risk within our investment portfolio compared to
peers. We avoided many of the riskier investments
that other organizations purchased in the pursuit
of higher yields. Those organizations suffered
significantly from those investment decisions.

Economic Conditions
Industr y Situation
The rapid deterioration in the national subprime housing market spread quickly into other segments of the
housing market due to the many interrelated aspects of housing. Home buyers found it difficult to trade-up
or sell homes and faced a very difficult market for financing home purchases. Many traditional sources
for home financing evaporated, particularly in segments such as investment properties, vacation homes,
and home purchases requiring “jumbo” mortgages (loans over $417,000). Financing difficulties and lower
housing demand, combined with an ever-increasing supply of new homes, led to excess housing inventory
accumulation in many markets.
Many high-growth states and communities across the country relied on housing growth as a primary driver of
revenues, taxes, and resource expansion. As the housing sector stalled, so did the economic base of those
communities. Many communities faced rising unemployment as housing-related industries experienced
rapid revenue declines and job losses mounted.
The housing issues spread into other non-housing related industries, such as commercial real estate
(“CRE”) for retail and offices, restaurants, and other industries dependent upon consumer discretionary
spending. As the year progressed, commercial real estate properties that were not occupied by owners
of those properties (commonly referred to as “non-owner occupied CRE”) exhibited increasing levels of
financial difficulties.

On The Ball

We’ve Kept Our Eye
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The loan portfolios at many financial institutions faced significant and rapid deterioration on many different
fronts in 2008. C&D loans, home equity loans and lines in frothy housing markets, secured and unsecured
credits to subprime consumers, non-owner occupied CRE, and many other segments combined to escalate
loan portfolio problems. Nonperforming assets, which include nonaccrual loans, loans past due 90 days
or more, and foreclosed properties, increased throughout the industry in 2008. Given these issues,
many financial institutions dramatically increased their provisions for loan losses, added to their loan loss
reserves, and experienced growing charge-off levels throughout the year.
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How We Differ
We have kept our eye on the ball avoiding many of the asset quality problems that plagued the financial
services industry. Our relatively small exposure to C&D loans (approximately 6% at year-end 2008) and
favorable local housing markets meant less stress on our loan portfolio than our peers experienced.
Throughout 2008, we significantly reduced the C&D portfolio that we acquired in the Pulaski acquisition in
early 2007. Our aggressive efforts to reduce the principal balances of these credits and deal head-on with
these borrowers to either sell these properties or rapidly move towards foreclosure caused our consolidated
nonperforming asset ratios to become elevated in 2007 and 2008. Over the last two years, the legacy
IBERIABANK franchise has remained relatively stable and demonstrated favorable performance compared
to peers.
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p ulaski Builder por t f olio In 2008
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We believe our favorable credit quality results are a product of many factors. These factors include an
intimate knowledge of our clients, a consistent and strict underwriting process, a portfolio management
process that constantly updates and modifies our loan portfolio holdings, a culture of addressing credit
concerns early in the process, and a focus on rapid and thoughtful resolution of credit issues. We believe
we were far ahead of the industry in recognizing concerns regarding C&D risk, dealing with the few C&D
credit issues we faced, and avoiding much of the risk other companies were willing to accept.
We have also been beneficiaries of relatively favorable local economic markets. We avoided entering
markets at a time when they were experiencing rapid housing price inflation and rampant speculation.
Many times we were asked, “When will you be entering rapidly growing markets in Florida, Texas, or Atlanta
like your competitors?” Instead, we entered markets such as Baton Rouge, Shreveport, Jonesboro, Little
Rock, Northwest Arkansas, and Memphis, which demonstrate both good demographic growth (but not
hyper-growth characteristics) and favorable competitive dynamics.
Many of our markets benefitted from other factors as well. The energy sector provided economic lift to
three geographies we serve as a result of significant energy price increases, oil and gas exploration, and
additional servicing activities. The mature oil and gas activities in the Gulf of Mexico and in South Louisiana
provided constant stimulus to a number of local markets we serve, such as Lafayette, New Orleans, Houma,
and Baton Rouge. The more recent energy expansion activities in the Fayetteville Shale Play in central
Arkansas has provided smaller, but measurable, economic stimulus to much of Arkansas. Finally, the most
recent natural gas discoveries and development associated with the Haynesville Shale Play in Northwest
Louisiana provided an economic lift to the Shreveport-Bossier City area. We are one of only a few financial
institutions with markets overlaping these three sizable energy investments. The benefit to our Company
from these energy sector elements has been more indirect than direct in nature. We do very little lending
directly to the energy sector, as evidenced by our direct exposure to energy-related companies was only
2.5% of our total loan portfolio at year-end 2008. Despite the reduction of energy commodity prices in
2009, we expect the energy sector will continue to have a positive influence on our local economies.
AnnuAl RepoRt 2008
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The rebuilding in the aftermath of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita will also continue for many years. The
aggregate investment in the rebuilding process for additional levee protection, infrastructure improvements, home rebuilding, and other purposes is estimated to be over $125 billion. These investments
continue to be made since the storm arrived in the third quarter of 2005. The commitments and projects
underway are expected to continue to provide local economic stimulus for many years in the future.
The favorable economic tailwinds in our local markets associated with the hurricane rebuilding process and
energy sector, in concert with very limited dependence on the housing sector, have resulted in favorable
employment statistics in our local markets. The unemployment rates in the markets we serve are among
the lowest compared to other metropolitan statistical areas (“MSAs”) in the United States.
u.S. MSAs - unemplo y ment & C hange In House pr ices
U.S. MSAs - Unemployment & Change In House Prices
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A combination of both favorable unemployment levels and limited recent housing price declines indicates
many of our local markets did not experience the same levels of consumer lending stress that financial
institutions in other markets have faced. In addition, these factors indicate the probability of housing
price declines over the next few years in many of our markets may be less compared to other MSAs in the
country.
Unlike many other financial institutions, we continued to experience strong loan and deposit growth during
2008, up 9% and 15%, respectively. We believe this compares favorably to peer performance.
Our strong loan and deposit growth and limited credit issues resulted in favorable earnings per share for
our shareholders. Over the last three years, our regional peers experienced a consistent and significant
decline in earnings per share.
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Ranking 381 U.S. MSAs
PMI Housing Risk Index
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While we occupy a relatively favorable position compared to regional peers and the industry in aggregate,
we remain guardedly optimistic about the near-term financial industry concerns. Investors have begun to
differentiate between high quality institutions and those companies experiencing severe difficulties that
cause great concern about the long-term viability of those companies. Our business model is sound and
battletested, not predicated on C&D loans and wholesale funding sources. Our 122-year old Company
has weathered the test of time, interest rate cycles, depressions, and natural catastrophes.
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Right Fit

We Look For The

Liquidity and Funding Concerns
Industr y Situation
During 2008, the deterioration in the financial markets caused investor concern regarding funding sources.
Financial institutions that depended on wholesale funding sources (non-local customers) experienced
significant challenges in securing short-term financing or extreme increases in the cost of funds. As shown
on the next page, commercial banks nationwide became more dependent on brokered deposits and foreign
deposits as funding sources for their growth. In aggregate, brokered and foreign deposits accounted for an
aggregate 26% of total industry deposits at September 30, 2008.
The financial industry also became dependent on wholesale borrowings from the Federal Home Loan Bank
(“FHLB”) system. In September 2008, the FHLB system had extended $1 trillion in advances to its 8,154
member institutions.
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u.S. Commercial Bank Deposits By ty pe - Gro w th S ince 12/31/99
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Liquidity in the industry also became constrained in 2008. Many banks invested in some very illiquid
investment securities that depreciated in value very rapidly and became extremely difficult to sell.
Changes in these markets may have been driven, at least in part, by scaled back trading operations at
some financial institutions. Broker dealers scaled back or abandoned market making activity in various
financial instruments in an attempt to deleverage their own balance sheets, and therefore, security pricing
and liquidity dried up.
As a result of wholesale funding reliance and limited balance sheet liquidity, many financial institutions
were held hostage to rapidly escalating costs of funds. The long-term viability of some companies was
called into question due to these significant constraints.
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How We Differ

Our margin
improvement in the
second half of 2008
was in contrast to the
margin compression
demonstrated at
many other financial
institutions.

During 2008, we held on
average no foreign deposits
and only ____ in brokered
deposits. Our short-term
FHLB borrowings declined
81% from $300 million
at year-end 2007 to $58
million at year-end 2008.
Short-term
borrowings
comprised only 1% of
total funding. Proceeds
from the ANB acquisition and deposit campaign in
the first half of 2008 were used to pay down shortterm borrowings. Late in 2008, we locked in some
relatively favorable long-term funding. Long-term
FHLB advances totaled $423 million at year-end
2008, a 25% increase from $338 million one year
ago. Long-term FHLB advances accounted for only
9% of total funding.

The excess funds generated in the ANB acquisition
and the deposit campaign placed our Company in
an excess cash position throughout much of 2008.
These two factors, combined with the rapid drop
in short-term interest rates and the home equity
campaign, resulted in a modest compression in our
net interest margin in the first half of 2008. The
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margin rebounded in
the second half of 2008
as the excess cash was
methodically deployed.
The margins in the
fourth quarter of 2007
and 2008 were nearly
equivalent. Our margin
improvement in the
second half of 2008 was
in contrast to the margin
compression demonstrated at many other financial
institutions.
Our cash and equivalents increased $223 million,
or 181%, between year-end 2007 and 2008. Our
investment portfolio also increased by $85 million,
or 11% between year-ends 2007 and 2008.
Our investment portfolio is comprised of very
liquid securities with favorable yields, significant
unrealized gains, and a solid cash flow stream for
liquidity purposes.
Our capital raising activities near the end of 2008
provided significant liquidity generation as well.

Banking Industry Capital Constraints
Industr y Situation
Over the last 10 years, many small and mid-sized financial institutions issued trust preferred securities
as their primary source for regulatory capital growth. Trust preferred securities are 30-year debentures
that pay interest quarterly and are structured to qualify as capital for regulatory reporting purposes. Many
companies used this source of capital to fund acquisitions and internal growth (primarily C&D and CRE
loan growth at many financial institutions). The primary purchasers of these securities were pension funds,
hedge funds, and structured investment vehicles.
Beginning in late 2007, these primary purchasers stopped buying the trust preferred securities given
the deteriorating fundamentals in the financial services industry, a perceived lack of transparency at
many financial institutions, and the need of the primary purchasers to shed assets. As these traditional
purchasers abandoned the market, it became extremely difficult for any financial institution, except the
very strongest, to issue trust preferred securities. Effectively, the supply of capital was cut off to the
financial services industry.
Significant credit losses and asset write-downs in loan and investment portfolios caused a growing need
within the industry in 2008 for more capital. So at a time when many companies most needed additional
capital, very little capital, if any, was available. In many situations where common and preferred stock
offerings were completed, issuing companies significantly diluted current common shareholders given the
dramatic collapse in common stock prices of those companies.

Positioned

We’re Uniquely
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As earnings plummeted, financial institutions cut or eliminated their quarterly dividends to conserve capital
given the alternative of raising capital was no longer feasible or extremely dilutive to shareholders. Retail
investors that depended on dividend income sold the shares of companies that cut their dividends as the
investors went in search of more predictable dividend income sources. As a result of this dividend-related
selling pressure, even more downward pressure was placed on the share prices of affected companies.
The financial services industry was clearly in a defensive mode in 2008. Many firms were vetting clients
and assets in an effort to collapse their balance sheets and conserve capital. With traditional sources for
capital effecting gone, companies found the cost to issue capital skyrocketed. The higher cost of capital,
perceived risk of the industry, and limited transparency resulted in a continued downward spiral in stock
prices for financial institutions.
Between August 1, 2007 and March 26, 1009, the average stock price of publicly traded financial institutions
lost 69% of its value, as measured by the SNL Bank & Thrift Index. TARP participants experienced a 72%
decline during this period and our peers dropped 38%. In contrast, our stock price was up 4% during this
period and 3% for the year 2008. As shown in the chart below highlighting the change in stock prices for
2008 for various indexes, this was a particularly brutal year for the financial services industry.
Individual shareholders were bewildered as to why the value of their common stock evaporated and
dividends were slashed or eliminated.
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How We Differ
On a number of fronts our
organization is differentiated
from the rest of the financial
sector in 2008, one being our
stock price performance. Our
stock price exhibited a very
different trend than much of
the financial industry. While
many industry indexes were
down 30% to 35% in 2008,
our stock price increased
approximately 3% during
2008. We believe this trend
differential was due to a
number of factors.

Our Company has
demonstrated a
combination of
excellent asset
quality, a stable core
funding base, and
capital strength at
a time when it was
most coveted.

First, we did not cut our
dividends because we did not have the losses
(either recognized or unrecognized) that other
institutions experienced. Second, we carried no
“toxic assets” in our investment portfolio that
plagued other institutions. Third, many investors
have given us feedback that we are very detailed
and transparent in the reporting of our financial
condition and operating results. This transparency
continues to provide investors greater clarity of
current and future prospects. Fourth, we believe
we have favorable growth prospects and a sound
business model while many other institutions have
business models that are clearly broken. Finally, we
made a significant investment over the last decade
to visit and proactively reach out to the investment
community. We are very relationship focused in
all aspects of our business, including building
strong relationships with our shareholders. These

relationships are built
on trust, understanding,
and credibility. In difficult
times such as the current
environment, factors such
as these are of paramount
importance.

The relatively favorable
performance
of
our
common
stock,
our
reputation
in
the
investment community,
the strength of our
financial condition, and
future opportunities for
growth allowed us to issue
and sell capital to investors during 2008 when other
companies could not. We raised capital in four
different forms during 2008. We issued $7 million
in trust preferred securities in March, $25 million in
subordinated debt that qualifies as bank capital in
July, $90 million in preferred stock associated with
the CPP of TARP in December, and common stock
with net proceeds of $109 million 11 days later in
December. The common stock offering was priced
at $40.00 per share.
Our Company has demonstrated a combination of
excellent asset quality, a stable core funding base,
and capital strength at a time when it was most
coveted. Given these factors and the many other
strengths and characteristics of our Company, we
occupied a very unique position within the industry
in 2008.
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Momentum

We Are Charging Forward With Great

Industry Consolidation and Bank Failures
Industr y Situation
The financial services industry continues to experience unprecedented change almost daily. Large financial
institutions wrestle with mounting losses, limited transparency, and insatiable appetite for capital to “plug
the holes” in their balance sheets. Smaller financial institutions, including many of our peer institutions,
have tremendous exposure to C&D lending and a reliance on evaporating wholesale funding. While capital
infusions from the CPP TARP program may alleviate some of the near-term capital constraints these firms
face, we believe there may be much greater pain that will need to be recognized.
As a result of these deeply rooted challenges, we expect consolidation of the financial services industry
to accelerate considerably in the near-term. This consolidation will probably occur at all size levels in the
industry and may take many different forms, such as FDIC bank failures, mergers, acquisitions, strategic
alliances, and direct government intervention.
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How We Differ
We expect to be a beneficiary of this consolidation process. We anticipate some unhealthy and irrational
competitors may exit the markets they serve, and thus provide a return to more rational historical pricing
dynamics. In 2008, we saw this process begin to occur in a number of our different businesses, including loan
and deposit pricing and the exit of many marginal mortgage brokers and title insurance agents. We expect
these trends to continue for a period of time into the future.
We avoided many of the asset quality and lending concentration concerns that plagued the industry and many
of our peers. Our significant size, capital strength, and balance sheet composition placed us in an enviable
position to participate in the consolidation process in a very positive manner.
There were very few failed banks in 2008, though the trending accelerated upward. We were one of the first
acquirers of an FDIC-assisted bank acquisition in 2008 with our ANB Financial acquisition in May 2008. With
that acquisition, we demonstrated our ability to successfully complete and assimilate an unhealthy bank in a
high quality manner. We anticipate there may be many more FDIC-assisted failed bank opportunities over
the next few years.
Given the state of the financial services industry, we expect many consolidation opportunities will require
significant understanding and experience in the resolution of problem credits. We demonstrated our ability
to address credit issues in a rapid and forthright manner on many occasions over the last decade, and most
recently with actions taken in regard to the Pulaski residential builder portfolio.
The unique background, experience, and geographic scope of our leadership team provide significant support
to future organic and acquisition expansion opportunities. Our team has considerable experience in many
different southeastern U.S. markets and in many different lines of business. While our focus remains within
our current operating footprint, our experience and people connections broaden our potential geographic
horizons beyond that footprint. Given the geographic flexibility afforded by the OTS-charter at our Pulaski
subsidiary, we have the ability to branch anywhere in the country in relatively short order. We remain thoughtful
and conservative in this regard, but opportunistic as well.
With regard to expansion opportunities, we have stated many times that we believe it is important to have
a “competitive advantage through people.” Our market expansion efforts in New Orleans, Baton Rouge,
Shreveport, and more recently in Memphis, Mobile, and Houston are clear examples of our successful
recruiting of talent in the financial services industry and gaining high quality clients.
The world has changed, but our approach to business has not. Banking is a people business. We recognize the
importance of recruiting and developing talent within our organization, as those individuals are our Company’s
connection to clients. Our business model is built on attracting and servicing the needs of high quality clients
and delivering outstanding service to those clients. Client retention is earned over time, built on trust, and
enhanced through a mutual relationship focus. Our success is achieved as a result of our people helping our
clients to be successful. In a world of ever changing components and direction, we remain steadfast in our
approach to provide unique solutions to meet our client’s financial needs.
In stark contrast to many banks, we are proud of the healthy momentum gained in 2008, which we believe
positions well for future growth and expansion.
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A nnu al Me e t i ng

IBERIABANK Corporation Annual Meeting of
Shareholders will be held on Wednesday, May 6, 2009
at 10:00 a.m. at the InterContinental New Orleans Hotel
(Cabildo Room - 1st Floor) located at 444 St. Charles
Avenue, New Orleans, Louisiana.
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or lost certificates should contact:
Investor Relations
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800.368.5948
www.invrelations@RTCO.com
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D i v i den d R ei nvest m en t p l an

IBERIABANK Corporation shareholders may take

advantage of our Dividend Reinvestment Plan. This
program provides a convenient, economical way for
shareholders to increase their holdings of the Company’s
common stock. The shareholder pays no brokerage
commissions or service charges while participating in
the plan. A nominal fee is charged at the time that an
individual terminates plan participation. This plan does
not currently offer participants the ability to purchase
additional shares with optional cash payments.

Corporate Information

C o r p or ate H e adqua r ters

To enroll in the IBERIABANK Corporation Dividend
Reinvestment Plan, shareholders must complete an
enrollment form. A summary of the plan and enrollment
forms are available from the Registrar and Transfer
Company at the address provided under Shareholder
Assistance.

Fo r I nf or m at i on

Copies of the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K
including financial statements and financial statement
schedules, will be furnished to Shareholders without
cost by sending a written request to George J. Becker
III, Secretary, IBERIABANK Corporation, 200 West
Congress Street, 12th Floor, Lafayette, Louisiana 70501.
This and other information regarding IBERIABANK
Corporation and its subsidiaries may be accessed from
our web sites.
In addition, shareholders may contact:
Daryl G. Byrd, President and CEO
337.521.4003
John R. Davis, Senior Executive Vice President
337.521.4005
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STOCK INFORMATION
Common Stock

IBERIABANK Corporation’s common stock is listed and trades on the NASDAQ Global Select Market under the symbol “IBKC.” In local and
national newspapers, the common stock is listed under “IBERIABANK.”
At December 31, 2008, the company had approximately 2,076 holders of record of the common shares. This total includes 2,875,000 shares issued
and sold on December 16, 2008, in an underwritten public offering. This total does not reflect shares held in nominee or “street name” accounts through
various firms.
The table below is a summary of regular quarterly cash dividends on and market prices for the company’s common stock in the last two years.

Market Price

2007
First Quarter
Second Quarter
Third Quarter
Fourth Quarter

High

Low

$59.11
$55.90
$53.35
$54.19

$53.62
$49.45
$40.81
$44.69

Dividends

Closing

Declared

$55.66
$49.45
$52.65
$46.75

$0.32
$0.34
$0.34
$0.34

Market Price

2008

High

Low

Closing

Dividends
Declared

First Quarter

$51.97

$40.02

$44.25

$0.34

Second Quarter
Third Quarter
Fourth Quarter

$53.35
$62.50
$56.15

$44.18
$40.87
$42.04

$44.47
$52.85
$48.00

$0.34
$0.34
$0.34

Preferred Stock

On December 5, 2008, in connection with the TARP Capital Purchase Program (“CPP”), the company issued and sold to the U.S. Treasury Department
90,000 shares of Fixed Rate Cumulative Perpetual Preferred Stock, Series A (“preferred stock”), as described in Note 20-Shareholders’ Equity and
Comprehensive Income to the Consolidated Financial Statements. The preferred stock includes a warrant to purchase up to 138,490 shares at an exercise
price of $48.74 per share.

Dividend and Repurchase Restrictions

The declaration and payment of dividends on the company’s capital stock is subject to various regulatory and contractual restrictions, including
restrictions described in Note 10 – Long Term Debt and Note 21 – Restrictions on Dividends, Loans and Advances to the Consolidated Financial
Statements. As required under the CPP, dividend payments on, and repurchase of, the outstanding common stock are subject to certain restrictions. For
as long as the preferred stock is outstanding, no dividends may be declared or paid until all accrued and unpaid dividends on the preferred stock are fully
paid. In addition, the Treasury Department’s consent is required for any increase in dividends declared on the common shares before the third anniversary
of the preferred stock issuance, unless the preferred stock is redeemed by the company. Subject to certain exceptions, Treasury Department consent is
required for any repurchase of equity securities or trust preferred securities within the three-year period.
On March 31, 2009, the company redeemed the preferred stock. As a result of the redemption, these restrictions are no longer applicable.

Stock Performance Graph

The following graph and table, which were prepared by SNL Financial LC (“SNL”), compares the cumulative total return on the Company’s Common
Stock over a measurement period beginning December 31, 2002 with (i) the cumulative total return on the stocks included in the National Association of
Securities Dealers, Inc. Automated Quotation (“NASDAQ”) Composite Index and (ii) the cumulative total return on the stocks included in the SNL $1
Billion-$5 Billion Bank Index. All of these cumulative returns are computed assuming the quarterly reinvestment of dividends paid during the applicable
period. The Company’s stock value has been adjusted for a 5 for 4 stock split in August 2005.
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12/31/05

12/31/03
100.00
100.00
100.00

12/31/06

12/31/04
114.48
108.59
119.22

12/31/07

Period Ending
12/31/05 12/31/06
112.22
132.61
110.08
120.56
115.52
124.67

12/31/08

12/31/07
107.78
132.39
99.98

12/31/08
113.84
78.72
87.71

The stock performance graph assumes $100.00 was invested December 31, 2002. The stock price
performance included in this graph is not necessarily indicative of future stock performance.
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